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The Story of Madara
PLEASE NOTE: This Pretty much sums up the entire Naruto series.
Before the village of Konoha was made, there were two clans: the Senju and the
Uchiha. Both had a leader: Hashirama Senju and Madara Uchiha. For decades, they
constantly clashed. Even when the two leaders made a peace treaty, Hashirama was
elected the Hokage, Madara was infuriated, and left the village. And so for the next
few years, Hashirama and Madara battled in The Valley of the End, until the day came
where Madara was stabbed in the back, and died. Or so it was believed…
Right before Madara was stabbed, he summoned his Izanagi in his eye, to save himself
from death. So when he woke up in the tomb Hashirama made for him underground,
he got out and replaced his body with a shadow clone. This allowed Madara to vomit
out the bitten-off flesh from Hashirama. Madara was in a very weakened state as the
Kyuubi was taken out of him and sealed by Mito Uzumaki, Hashirama’s wife.
And so, Madara spent the rest of his life underground. When he became an old man,
he was able to summon his Rinnegan, the eyes used to see through all ninjutsu,
genjutsu and taijutsu. This allowed it to have a much longer life span and summon
the Edo Tensei statue, the statue of the Juubi. Eventually, came the creation of the
White Zetsu. A few years passed, and Obito came down into the hideout after losing
his arm to a rock, as well as being crushed by it. This is where he met Madara and
together with the Zetsu’s, Obito focused on gaining his arm and strength back. When
he did get it back, Zetsu just came and told him his friend and lover are surrounded
by the Hidden Mist soldiers. So Obito broke out of the hideout and left Madara, but
little did he know that Madara was the manipulating the Hidden Misr soldiers and that
he made Obito’s lover the jinchuriki of the 3 tails, so when Obito at the scene, he
would find that his lover committed suicide.

After going on a spree, Obito returns to Madara so he can achieve one goal:
The Infinite Tsukoyimi. This is where the whole world is put in an illusion
forever. Madara accepts, but he is on the verge of death, so he asks Obito 3
things:
1.”Change your name to Tobi”
2.”Act as my replacement”
3.”Gather every Tailed Beast”

After going on a spree, Obito returns to Madara so he can achieve one
So for many years, the people thought Obito was the replacement of Madara. The mission
he was given was successful-ish, as he extracted the 9 tails out of Kushina, but got Rasenganed to the floor by Minato.
Skip 17 years later. It’s the 4th Shinobi War, and Madara has been reanimated by accident. He decided to make an appearance in the battlefield, and make himself known. The
Allied Shinobi Forces take Madara head on; they get killed like swats. Madara begins to
feel overwhelmed, so he activates his Rinnegan, then goes into his perfect susanoo form.
The forces seem overwhelmed by the new form Madara has, but eventually, it cracks.
Later during the war, Madara loses his Rinnegan, which means he can no longer see. He
was about to be sealed away for good; but the Edo Tensei was undone for every Reanimated person, so Madara is alive once again. He cannot see, so he uses the DNA from
Hashirama’s flesh to unlock Sage Art. With this he is able to kill Naruto and Sauske, get a
Rinnegan, absorb all 9 Tailed Beasts, and become the 10 Tails Jinchuriki.
At the moment, Madara only has one Rinnegan, so his objective is to attain another Rinnegan. This is so the Infinite Tsukoyomi is at its full power when it is launched. Anyone who
attempts to get in his way is obliterated. It went on for a while until Naruto and Sasuke
were revived with the Six Paths power. They fought Madara to the point he thought it
was a waste of time. So Madara decided to head off, take Kakashi’s Sharingan, and go
into the Space-Time dimension. This is where Obito, who has gone back to his good ways,
yeets Sakura into Earth. However, Madara gains the Rinnegan as Sakura couldn’t destroy
it (outrageous). So Madara comes back to Earth with both Rinnegans, fly up to the Moon,
summons his third eye and says the following:
“Shine your light upon the world, Infinite Tsukoyomi”.
The whole world had gone into an illusion, all except Naruto, Sauske, Sakura and Kakashi
(and Obito, of course). This is because the light of Sauske’s Susanoo is impenetrable.
Madara was gonna go attack them, but Black Zetsu stabs Madara, fuses with him and
creates the mother of chakra: Kaguya Otsuski. So Team 7 beats Kaguya and destroys her
for good (Obito dies in the process).
Madara, Who has been separated from Black Zetsu, is lying on the ground, about to die.
There has been a change of heart in him, as he utters his last words:
“I finally know where I went wrong”

Can you tell us a little about your practice?

What methods do you use to grow your practice?

My current practice spans across multiple disciplines within visual arts. I work in fine arts
painting, 2-D and 3-D illustration, as well as creative writing. The common thread between
the genres of my practice are visually contextualizing my childhood experiences deeply
rooted in simulacra. Simulacra, more specifically the concept of mimicry, is responsible for
giving birth to societal behaviors, and transformative popular culture references that have
greatly impacted my artistic journey.

I research contemporary literature, consume tons of popular culture media, and study
practical techniques when available. I believe one must strike balance between engaging
with rhetoric, as well as working on craft. I regularly binge on anime.

Who were your first influences?
My first influences were comic artists Jim Lee, and the concept art team at Capcom gaming studios. From a Fine Arts perspective I was heavily influenced by Van Gogh’s work.
I’ve always been drawn to expressive unorthodox synthesis of reactionary art making.
What advice would you give a young artist starting out?
I would advise young artists to chase a form of creative expression that reflects the lens
for which they would like an audience to become familiar with their life experiences or
modes of thinking. In pursuit of a unique voice their creative expression can serve as a
critical response to the world they engage in daily. In terms of practical advice, master
copies are important. I encourage my college students to enjoy the process of learning,
and working to understand how something works rather than blindly copy. Instead of
drawing 100 heads a week, try understanding “how” the head is constructed in reference
to it’s anatomical structure based on abstract geometric principles.
If you could work with any artist living or dead who would you choose?
Tough question. It’s a tie between Shinji Kimura and Hideo Kojima.
What materials do you use?
Traditional paint materials, and digital technology.

How can I find good art online, what methods do you use?
I rarely look for art online. There is a lot of skilled technical art online, and too much
of the work on social media lacks soul, and critical concepts enough to be engaging.
Instead, I look to film, autobiographical literature, and critical essays to inspire the creation of my work. The mainstays of finding reactionary skilled work are Artstation, CG
society, and Instagram.
What’s your favourite anime and why?
My favorite anime film is a tie between TekkonKinkreet and Princess Mononoke. Both
films are philosophically dense with moral ambiguities and complex 3-dimensional characters in addition to being rich with visually compelling original concepts. My favorite anime series is a tie between Michiko and Hatchin and Samurai Champloo for their cultural
accuracy and sense of style.

What’s your favourite manga and why?
My favorite manga is Akira.
Why is storytelling so important to you?
Because stories are the binders of society. We can create and destroy civilizations by the stories we tell about them; therefore the idea of the story can be
used as a powerful tool to transform the moral compass of future generations
for the different.

Can you tell us a bit about your most recent work?

What’s been one of your favourite shows this year?

I am currently working on a graphic novel, and have painting a series of portraits depicting
adults playing dress up.

I am not sure how current the show is, and I will say Fire Force was a welcomed
surprise for me this year in terms of it’s art and animation.

Can you tell us a little about your practice?
My practice at the moment deals with drawing mostly, a recurring theme in my work is
mythology as I am interested in how we have used myths to represent different parts of
ourselves as human beings.

Who were your first influences?
I read a lot of comicbooks when I was younger so I would say I was most influenced by
comic book artists in my youth such as Jim Lee, Rob Liefeld, Todd Mcfarlane

What advice would you give a young artist starting out?
Being an Artist isn’t an easy task, but it can be a very rewarding pathway. I would advise
to take each day at a time and for one to be dedicated to improving their skills as an
Artist

If you could work with any artist living or dead who would you choose?
For a living Artist I would choose-Kerry James Marshall & Katsuya Terada
And for deceased Artists I would pick-Moebius & Charles White

What materials do you use?
At the moment I cycle between watercolours, pen & ink and graphite for finished works

Can you tell us a bit about your most recent work?
Recently I have been looking into divination practices around the world and how they have
been used as an information organising technology by indigenous cultures or decades. I
have been drawing from images of Shamans, and spiritual doctors for different parts of
the world to create my own idea/version of these figures
What methods do you use to grow your practice?
Researching and looking at other Artists helps to grow my practice and ideas, reading
books,manga,comics are also a big source of inspiration
How can I find good art online, what methods do you use?
Due to current world situations with COVID-19 a lot of galleries have been posting shows
online which can be viewed for free, Artsy,Pintrest,Artnet are good sites to find a range
of Artist’s
What’s your favourite anime and why?
My favourite anime is One Piece because I love the world building and characters within
the story

What’s your favourite manga and why?
Favourite Manga I would say would also be one piece as Eiichiro Oda’s drawings really
bring the stories and characters to life
Why is storytelling so important to you?
Storytelling is how we have related to each other as humans since our conception, It is
how we have communicated our goals, dreams, aspirations, downfalls e.t.c as a collective
this helps us understand the world we live in and how we can navigate within it
What’s been one of your favourite shows this year?
A Countervailing Theory by Toyin Ojih Odutola at the Barbican would be a favourite

The Key:
My father left me when I was only 10 years old, to go on an expedition. A couple years
passed and I remember the day vividly where I was told he had passed.A couple years
after his passing the mourning had not run its course. The heaviness was in my limbs as
much as her mind. Things I used to find funny now only caused a deepening of the pain.
He should have been there to laugh with me, or at me, or just near me. He should be
making his espressos in that expensive machine and complaining about the price of eggs.
He should be gawping at pictures of fast cars on the internet and planning what to spend
his future discoveries on . He should be gossiping about the people he worked with worse
than an old woman. But most of all he should be there to hug me goodnight. I missed all
that. Now there was just a graveyard, a stone that bore his name and his cold bones beneath the soil. I had always been agnostic, but now I put all my faith in God to care for
him and reunite them when her life was done. Nothing and nobody that good could simply
disappear, he was waiting, I could feel it.
I remember the day I plucked up enough courage to re enter his study, I found a key I
don’t know what the key was for and why it was placed in a special case. But realised it
was important and decided to take it with me. Since that day I have never felt the same.
Which leads to why I am in hospital now. It only happened a couple of days ago when
I was coming back from work I was being followed; that much was for sure because I
could feel it. Exactly what I could feel, I don’t know but I knew it wasn’t friendly and it
wanted something, so I began to run but stumbled and fell only a few yards from where I
began, and pain shoots through my ankle. I look up to see only a familiar fog that blinds
my path three feet away from my face. I turn towards the direction at which I felt the
mysterious presence coming toward me, but there is only the same fog, and silence. I
knew instantly what they wanted. The key!
I was not imagining this, I know I wasn’t, I could feel a pair of cold eyes staring into the
back of my head, and to me that was enough to believe that I was in danger. This path
was not unfamiliar to me; I walk it every day after work to get to my house as sort of a
shortcut instead of walking through all of the neighboring subdivisions. The path is beaten,
and there is hardly anyone ever on it, and the only ones that travel on it are bike riders,
but it is too dark and foggy for that now. Just me, and the mysterious being that stalks
my every move.

I pick myself up with caution and limp toward my destination, which should only be a mile
or so away by now, but who could tell for sure when you can hardly see your hand in
front of your face. I can’t help but cackle at the fact that I am so frightened, because I’m
shaking so hard that it’s giving me a migraine. I think back to the time that I’m with my
family at a nearby cave park, and I fell into a deep crevice that opened up in the ground
upon me spending it, that is the last time I ever remember being this scared. The thought
of my family wrenches my heart and drives me to hobble my way home faster, but then
I hear it, a deep gurgling growl that arises through the trees that makes my knees buckle
beneath me. The growl came from behind me so I refuse to look in that direction, because I know that once I do I may see what I have been dreading this whole time
My throat aches and I realize that I am yelling for help at the top of my lungs, but no
response is returned except the sounds of breaking twigs coming from behind me. Sweat
pouring down my face, I look back at the noise and a silhouette stands before me about
four feet away, still staring at me.
“What do you want?” I cry out at the beast. I watch as its three fingered hand draws
into one pointed finger and slowly fixates it on me. I scream before I know what else to
do, and for a moment it is all that I can do. Slowly the beast lurches towards me, isolating every bone in my body; I cannot walk, I cannot talk, my body is still aside from the
constant shake that convulses my body.
I wake up in the hospital, and the bright lights burn my slowly opening eyes. I look to my
right and see that my arm is in a cast.. Relief courses throughout my body at the sight
of safety, and a tear rolls down my eye. I quickly pull myself together and try to think
back on what had happened on that gruesome walk home, and all that I see is the sight
of those claws pointing at the key.
The key, where is it? panic overcame me and pained every inch of my body. I found
it!phew. That got me thinking why did the figure want the key? What was its value? Why
was I so drawn to it?
When I was discharged from the hospital I went straight to my father’s study to find out.
My findings were shocking. The key belonged to royalty in the middle East. What was the
key for? What did it unlock? That is why they called in my father to do research into it
…
Out of the corner of my eye I noticed a mysterious case, and there it was a whole
which could perfectly fit the key in. I fumbled as I put the key in and unlocked it
carefully and slowly to find a feather…

There it stood, urging through the ground. Twisting of soil and thick darkened curtains
slammed. Magnificent swims of trembling sound, they swayed into formation. Formations
appeared, gliding through the echelons of the now turbulent waters.
“The Nomhoyi (Lake) is alive!”
What had appeared to be a lake was nothing but a veil, its language of movement was
uncharacteristic, unnatural…..it was like it had been possessed by a hidden hand. The
light reflected reds, browns and the taste of iron.
“It accumulated in the south! The pressure will only get greater from here on out!”
The team is small: One Navigator (Babel), Historian (Ibrahim), Geologist (Red) and Poet
(that being me)
We have entered Sic Mundus, a woods located just south east of Mantra. Mantra is known
for its thick vegetation, its tree’s are so high the area is forever night with only the
smallest glimpses of ultramarine merging through the thick facade of browns,purples and
dark greens. We would be at total loss if not for the silver metallic green fireflies that
accompany us. However the current movements have burst the light and their scattered
glitter bodies vanish into the parameters. I cover my eyes as I adjust to the foriegn light,
The soles of my feet start to shake

“I wont” I said….the shapes of the trees do terrify, move and dance. The sky shakes in
this heavy shelter but I will try...(gulping loudly). I slipped off my shoes and heavy socks
and planted my soles firmly on the ground. The tremors from the ground echoed through
my frame and splintered through the spine and brain. I grabbed my knee as my left had
already collapsed clumsily onto the ground. Pausing I kept my ear on the sounds that
continued to escalate. The landscape opened up like peeling paint flakes from a derelict
surface. Something was underneath the carpet. A velvet of sound and a shock of electricity pierced my body and I glided into soft movement. Instinctively channeling something,
what? I wasn’t quite sure but me and the Historian had been working through this for
five years. Even though the Historian is a coward, he is one of the greatest minds of the
North and has a number of papers (minus the accolades). His most famous papers are on
pseudoscientific theories involving ancient civilisations, Earth changes, stone monuments or
megaliths, altered states of consciousness, ancient myths, and astronomical or astrological
data from the past. (He is the start of this story however that is for another time…)
The Geologist however had found the spectacle so far bewildering. But had decided to
brace themselves for some physical attack. She was like a predator ready to respond; she
had kept her eye’s firmly on the spectacle at hand. Maybe she was fixated by the movement of the minerals..
“....whatever you do kid, do it quick” she said

The Historian said desperately while clenching onto the forearm of his neighbour, his owllike eyes bulged out from the wings of his eyebrows and his broken nose cast a strange
peculiar shadow on his face. He had broken his nose many times during our expedition and
had lost all enthusiasm for wild cards and sharp turns.

She was a small but a strong, sturdy woman, with a chest that was pronounced high with
a chin a bit further. She had kind dark sparkly eyes and was always dependable. however
sometimes quite quiet. She had an extensive amount of stones, gems and meteorites and
in fact had the biggest library in North Lucanda. Her library was part of the university
campus where she resides as professor of geological studies, intra-action and physics. She
was the pilot of the tetragrammaton however we had to leave it outside of the woods
due to lack of light and mobility.

“Even if this turns out to be true, how will we greet them?” He said nervously

“If only we had brought it with us…” she muttered quietly

“The book only talks in riddles and this is only a theory, we have no real idea where we
are and...”

The Dance was like a ribbon in the wind, bending and turning. Lulled by non-existent
winds.

“That’s enough! Your panic will spread through the group” said the navigator firmly, placing a hand onto his shoulder

“Babel is this the direction? The book of Hermes detailed that there is some sort of
charm in the woods, what does it exactly say again? Because I have a feeling we may
have to flee..quickly”

“This is it! We were too naive. We should have turned back weeks ago!”

“Isn’t this your fortee kid? You know over 15 languages . Your the only reason we got
the funding to go on this madcap expedition, my kids will be damn upset ”

MyZine came out of conversations with artist Tamu Nkiwane, and

The Navigator was a tall sickly man with thin lips and sunken eyes. He had dark shaggy hair
with splinters of grey . He was somewhat composed but he himself had stopped smoking
and was clearly navigating options in his head as the landscape opened its holy mouth.

young
people in Redbridge during Covid lockdown. At a time when many felt isolated, and were
sharing a sense of anxiety and unease about the future, the project provided opportunities
for fun and self-expression, connecting young people with creative possibilities.

“We’ve worked on this for months - he clears his throat - everything else has been slightly
right...we have to to communicate to the tree’s...i’m sure of it” he said quietly

SPACE commissioned MyZine. It was made by 11-18yr olds who are members of the Redbridge Youth Council, the Youth Service, as well as the Child Friendly Redbridge Ambassadors, in collaboration with Tamu Nkiwane during his time as SPACE Ilford Patrons & Friends
Studio Bursary Winner.

“The kid can do it….im sure of it”
Then suddenly the tremors had stopped. The kid who had lost himself for a moment turned
and looked into white. (had he succeeded?)
“This isn’t good”

Thanks to visiting artists Richard Ikhide and Eric Telfort, and to Raina Gee, Redbridge
Youth Involvement Worker, Nazmul Haque, Policy and Project Officer, and Vanessa Brennan
from the Youth Service for their support.

“What did they say?”
“They dont like my dancing...”
I was sure this language of movement and rhythm would get through to them…(what did i
do wrong). He bit hard onto his bottom lip.

Fiona Fieber, Head of Learning & Participation
SPACE, 2020
www.spacestudios.org.uk

“What…..” said the group (even the geologist was now in shock)
The land turned from umber to sands. Ochre cracked and the mouth of the earth opened.
The dark blue hue echoed and transpired into its pit. The ground had opened and the group
were plummeting into its depths.
Is this an exist or entrance?

The End..
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